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UNIQUE MATCHA TEA FOR BEGINNERS: The Ultimate
Guide on How to Make Matcha Tea at Home Including How
to Make Some Matcha Tea Recipes, Amazing Nutritional
Information, Its Risks & Lots MoreThere are many individuals
that are addicted to matcha tea from the first sip, it wasn't
actually the probiotics or other health effects that made me
like it, although it is responsible also, it was how it tasted
unique or special. I have never imagined something as
delicious as this could be made from tea of all things or if it
was possible to make it at home with just few very simple
ingredients.And if you are a lover of matcha tea, and you
don't know how to go about it, then this amazing guide will be
of immense help to you as it reveals all you need to know
about matcha tea. Interestingly, the benefits of matcha tea
are discussed in details in this wonderful guide. Also, in this
guide, the following will be explained to you: *The meaning of
matcha tea*How to conveniently make matcha tea*The
functions/benefits of matcha tea that you should know*Risk
information/side effects of matcha tea and lots more... Scroll
up to download your personal copy by clicking the BUY
BUTTON right away! You won't regret you did!
Superfoods: Matcha Green Tea, Learn the Miraculous
Benefits of the Matcha Superfood and Tons of Great Matcha
Recipes What's the secret to maintaining a healthy lifestyle?
Adding a powerful substance that has a range of health
benefits to your diet, namely Matcha Green Tea! To be sure
that you use MIGHT-TEA-MATCHA to its full potential, you
need to use it for your inner nutrition as well as your outer
nutrition. FOR A LIMITED TIME YOU CAN GET IT NOW
FOR THIS VERY LOW PRICE This book covers a lot of
helpful information on Matcha Green Tea! Here is a sneak
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peak of what you will discover about Matcha Green Tea: *
The many benefits of Matcha Green Tea* The history and of
Matcha Green Tea* Anti-Aging* How to make your own skin
care and hair care products* Different Matcha Green
Recipes* Replacing Coffee* Detoxifying* DIY Deodorants,
Hair, and Skin care* Delicious Recipes* Fighting Cancer With
MatchaMatcha Green Tea has a wide variety of uses, to just
say that you can only drink Matcha would be devaluing its full
abilities. This book gives you great information on Matcha
Green Tea and provide you with ideas on how you can use
Matcha in all areas of your daily regimen. By the end of this
book, you will see that Matcha Green Tea will Change Your
Life forever! Get "Superfoods: Matcha Green Tea, Learn the
Miraculous Benefits of the Matcha Superfood and Tons of
Great Matcha Recipes" RIGHT NOW TAGS: superfoods,
superfood smoothies, superfood weight loss, ultimate
superfoods, raw superfoods, superfoods today, matcha
recipes, superfoods to boost you metabolism
People are tired and that extreme fatigue seems to be
increasing daily. In fact, fatigue is one of the prime symptoms
patients visit the Doctor to address. It is an epidemic of
massive proportions and something must be done.
Fortunately, the answer may be closer, and far more simple,
than you could have imagined. Matcha Tea has been enjoyed
for centuries in many parts of the world for its fine taste and
medicinal properties. Produced from the ground leaf tips of
the Camellia Sinensis plant, this powder is then soaked and
consumed in its totality as a reinvigorating Tea. Possessing
far more antioxidant punch than dark chocolate, spinach or
even goji berries, this Tea offers health benefits that surpass
many of the more common home based remedies, one of
which is an increase in your lagging energy levels. This book
explains everything you need to know about Matcha Tea;
where to get it, how to brew it, how to enjoy it, common
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questions and most importantly, how you can use this
amazing Tea as the energy boost you desperately need starting Day One.
If ever there was a superfood, matcha is it. These 25 matcha
recipes will help you make the most of its many health
benefits. In this book, you will discover: - Why you should be
drinking matcha every day? - Where matcha gets it flavor,
power, and healthy qualities? - The many practical health
benefits of drinking matcha. - How matcha is prepared all
over the world. - How to prepare perfect matcha every time,
using both modern and traditional Japanese techniques. - 20
inventive matcha-based drink recipes that will impress your
friends, liven up cocktail parties, and make you fall in love
with matcha!
Matcha is a Japanese green tea powder that is fondly known
by teapigs as 'a superhero among teas', thanks to its natural
antioxidant qualities. It is widely consumed in drinks and food
in Japan, but is becoming increasingly popular around the
world as its health benefits and unique taste are embraced
globally. Louise Cheadle and Nick Kilby uncover the history
behind this phenomenal green powder, looking at how
matcha is specially grown, graded and ground. They also
examine the health benefits of this super tea, which has been
used for centuries by Buddhist monks to keep them focused
during meditation and how it is used today to flavour
everything from kit kats to oreos, bread to ice cream. Matcha
shots were served at New York Fashion Week in 2015
reflecting the growing popularity of this fascinating beverage,
and many are predicting matcha will replace kale as the next
big 'superfood'. Detailing the history of matcha, how it's
produced, its immense health benefits and its varied culinary
uses, The Book of Matcha also features more than 40 recipes
that show you how to use this versatile and antioxidant
ingredient at home.
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Matcha green tea powder is perhaps the healthiest type of
green tea you can find. It is characterized by a mild sweet
aroma and an emerald-jade green color. Unlike the other
teas, Matcha powder is much more powerful than other teas
as it is not strained and uses the whole tea leaf. Matcha tea is
classified into two categories: drinking and cooking Matcha.
The first one is used to make frothy tea while the cooking or
culinary grade Matcha is used only for baking, smoothies and
other food recipes. Matcha cookbooks offer a wide range of
recipes, but only few of them offer the complete menu. Most
Matcha cookbooks are filled with simple desserts or
beverages, but only quality Matcha cookbooks show how to
enjoy the Matcha green tea in many ways. All the recipes are
gourmet recipes and the Matcha used is there only to improve
the flavor as well as the whole dish appearance. Cooking with
Matcha powder is not difficult, but instead rather simple.
Matcha's aroma is not overpowering, but more subtle. Matcha
green tea powder has a unique, special flavor, which makes
every dish into something impeccable and different.
Evangeline Neo’s gallery of cultural differences continues
with this follow-up to Eva, Kopi and Matcha. During her
studies abroad in the United States and Japan, Eva’s early
brushes with how things are in those countries left such an
impression on her that she eventually recorded them in
webcomics, which featured her imaginary pets: Kopi the dog
and Matcha the cat.In this volume, readers are also regaled
with often hilarious anecdotes of life abroad and comparisons
between her home country of Singapore and places such as
the United States, Vietnam, Indonesia and, of course, Japan.
Some of her earlier works are also included here. Through
her art and accounts, one realises that humour might be the
best cushion for culture shock.

A must-have baking bible from the James Beard
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award-winning baker and owner of the beloved Flour
bakeries in Boston. James Beard award-winning
baker Joanne Chang is best known around the
country for her eight acclaimed Flour bakeries in
Boston. Chang has published two books based on
the offerings at Flour, such as her famous sticky
buns, but Pastry Love is her most personal and
comprehensive book yet. It includes 125 dessert
recipes for many things she could never serve in the
setting of a bakery--for example, items that are best
served warm or with whipped cream on top. Nothing
makes Chang happier than baking and sharing
treats with others, and that passion comes through in
every recipe, such as Strawberry Slab Pie, Mocha
Chip Cookies, and Malted Chocolate Cake. The
recipes start off easy such as Lemon Sugar Cookies
and build up to showstoppers like Passion Fruit
Crepe Cake. The book also includes master lessons
and essential techniques for making pastry cream,
lemon curd, puff pastry, and more, all of which make
this book a must-have for beginners and expert
home bakers alike. *One of Food & Wine's Essential
New Cookbooks for Fall* *One of Food52's Best
Cookbooks of Fall 2019* *One of Bon Appetit's Fall
Books We've Been Waiting All Summer For*
Meet Your MatchaOver 50 irresistible recipes
packed with the power of green teaNourish
SUPERFOOD /// MATCHA GREEN TEA The
Wonders Of Matcha Green Tea Revealed
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ZenBuddhist monks don't know much about our
modern stresses, but they know a lot about living
long, unstressed lives. One of their secrets: drinking
Matcha green tea. In this revealing no-nonsense
book author Cheyene delves deep to unlock the
secrets of this ancient elixir. Learn About Using
Matcha Tea For: *Burning Fat And Building Muscle
*Boosting Energy *Replacing Coffee *Cancer
Prevention *Anti-Aging *Preventing Heart Disease
*Lowering LDL "Bad" Cholesterol *Quickening Your
Brain *Burning Fat And Building Muscle *Detoxifying
This book provides simple and easy to follow Matcha
cakes recipes From Japan for readers. This book
shows you how to make three famous Matcha cakes
From Japan easily in your own kitchen.
Matcha teas and lattes have become a staple of
every coffee shop and health food store. A beloved
ingredient in Japan for generations, it is a powdered
green tea that is rich in nutrients and antioxidants,
and gives a slow release caffeine boost through the
day. Praised by everyone from Ella Woodward to the
Hemsleys, one glass of matcha is the equivalent of
10 glasses of green tea in terms of nutritional value
and antioxidant content. But there is so much more
you can do with this miracle ingredient. Packed with
over 50 recipes for smoothies, soups, main meals
and more, Meet Your Matcha will allow you to unlock
the potential of this brilliant green ingredient. From a
Matcha Sushi Salad and Matcha Chicken and
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Ginger Dumplings to Breakfast Smoothie Bowls or a
Dark Chocolate and Matcha Layer Cake, these
delicious dishes will let you make the most of your
matcha.
Do you need more energy and brain focus? You're
not alone! Do you want to easily boost your immune
system? Matcha will do this! Matcha is a delicious
green tea giving you the best energy and focus ever!
It's the best because there are no jitters, like you can
get with coffee. In fact, matcha is popular with busy
moms, because it's the perfect afternoon energyboost to finish the day strong. Well-known for its
wide-ranging health benefits, matcha has taken the
world by storm as one of the best superfoods for
energy, health, and longevity. If you want to boost
your mood, increase energy, and recharge your
immune system, these matcha recipes are for you!
By simply adding this tea to your life, you'll get tons
of health benefits. With Matcha Cookbook, you get a
collection of innovative and delicious recipes for
having matcha every day. Kristen takes matcha
beyond its traditional role as merely a tea. She
created a collection of 55 innovative, delicious, and
fun matcha recipes including: Beverages (tea and
non-tea!) Smoothies Desserts Soups, Sides, Salads
and Snacks Breakfast Condiments Even beauty
mask recipes! Get Matcha Cookbook NOW, because
you want more energy and health immediately!
FEATURING 50 QUICK-AND-EASY RECIPES The
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ultimate guide to the nutritional powerhouse
supplement praised as "green gold" for its curative,
health-boosting qualities. Increase energy, torch
calories, and improve your immunity with the
antioxidant-packed magic of matcha green tea
powder! This handy book serves up all the vital
information on how to maximize the benefits of this
miraculous superfood. Go beyond tea with this
mouthwatering collection of matcha-boosted recipes
for every meal of the day, including: • Matcha
Cranberry Scones • Matcha Chia Pudding •
Poached Eggs on Matcha Hash • Candied Matcha
Carrots • Sriracha Matcha Salmon • Matcha Curry
Lentils • Cauliflower Matcha Stir-Fry • Chocolate
Matcha Truffles
Cooking With Matcha is an essential tool for getting the
greatest benefits from Matcha Tea Powder!With so many
benefits it can offer, it isn't hard to see why matcha has
become so popular. Matcha contains more catechins, a
cancer-fighting antioxidant, than any other types of tea.
Matcha is filled with antioxidants which is helpful for your
body. It can help you maintain your health, improve your
skin complexion, fortify your immune system, and even
prevent oxidative stress. The powdered tea even
reduces the level of bad cholesterol in your bloodstream,
improving your cardiovascular health. Consuming
matcha frequently will make you healthy, inside and
outside. Want to be smarter? Matcha can help you with
that. Consuming matcha has been shown to improve
brain functions, leading you to have better working
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memory and episodic memory. Additionally, since
matcha improves the way your brain functions, it also
prevents dementia and Alzheimer.Lastly, if you wish to
lose some weight, then consuming matcha can be a
great help. The catechins activate your body's
thermogenic system, which leads to more fat burning.
Matcha also helps you feel fuller, making you less likely
to overeat. In so many ways, matcha is a powerful food
that can help improve the quality of your life. So, why not
incorporate it into your diet? If drinking matcha plenty of
times each day sounds boring, don't worry. There are
numerous unique and delicious ways to incorporate
matcha into your meals, from breakfast to dinner.
Lahir pada hari, tanggal, bulan, jam dan di rumah sakit
yang sama serta bertetangga sebelahan rumah justru
menjadikan Matcha dan Nara tidak akur dan saling usil
mulai dari kecil sampai dewasa. Namun siapa yang tahu,
keusilan dan keunikan tingkah laku mereka justru
menjadikan keduanya memiliki ikatan batin yang kuat
dan kebetulan tanpa sepengetahuan mereka, keduanya
sudah di jodohkan sejak lahir. Apakah pada akhirnya
berjodoh dan hidup bersamaan menjadi takdir merejk?
ikuti kisah seru Matcha dan Nara yang penuh pernak
pernik unik di cerita ini. Selamat membaca.
Green tea is one of the most popular drinks in the world.
It offers various potential health benefits, such as weight
loss and improved heart health. Matcha, a particular
variety of green tea, is marketed as even healthier than
other types. It is grown and prepared differently than
other green teas. What's more, the whole tea leaf is
consumed. However, you may wonder if matcha lives up
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to the hype. This book covers a lot of helpful information
on Matcha Green Tea! Here is a sneak peek of what you
will discover about Matcha Green Tea. This book gives
you great information on Matcha Green Tea and
provides you with ideas on how you can use Matcha in
all areas of your daily regimen. The many benefits of
Matcha Green Tea -The history and of Matcha Green
Tea -Anti-Aging -How to make your own skincare and
hair care products -Different Matcha Green Recipes
-Replacing Coffee -Detoxifying -DIY Deodorants, Hair,
and Skincare -Delicious Recipes -Fighting Cancer With
Matcha
Matcha: A Lifestyle Guide offers everything one needs to
enjoy the green goodness at a matcha bar or in the
home kitchen.
From a simple matcha latte, to ice cream, infused salt,
smoothie bowls, tea loaves and homemade beauty
recipes, The Matcha Cookbook explores the history,
health benefits and 50 delicious recipes using this super
healthy ingredient. As an ingredient, matcha is growing
in popularity with health foodies and wellness seekers,
with over 2.7 million posts on Instagram. Research
shows that matcha can reduce the risk of cancer,
improve heart health, aid recovery from exercise and
help prevent ageing; the traditional matcha tea alone
contains the nutritional equivalent of 10 cups of regular
green tea, with 137 times more antioxidants, acting as
the body's defence agents. Recipes include: Creamed
corn & egg on sourdough Matcha bliss balls Summer
rolls with matcha dipping sauce Seared rib eye steak
with matcha dressed greens Matcha lemon posset
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This book provides simple and easy to follow three
famous Matcha Desserts Recipes from Tokyo for
readers. This book shows you how to make famous
Matcha Desserts from Tokyo easily in your own kitchen.
Considered the superhero among teas, matcha is
renowned for its natural antioxidant qualities and The
Book of Matcha is your go-to guide for learning about
this amazing green powder. Written by the owners of the
internationally acclaimed tea company teapigs, it covers
the history of this super-tea, discusses its health benefits
and culinary uses, and features more than 40 inspiring
recipes."
This book is aimed at beginners, but it provides good
knowledge for regular matcha tea drinkers. All types of green
tea are defined in this book so that we can know which type
should be used in desserts and which one should we use for
drinking tea
The new trend is green: matcha is top-quality green tea that
is ground into a find powder. Originally used in the traditional
Japanese tea ceremony, matcha is now inventively used in
other dishes as well. And now we are going to make this
neon-green ingredient our very own: with its tart-sweet taste,
Matcha gives ice cream or smoothies its own special kick.
Other than the color, what is so special about this powder?
The entire tea leaf is ground to make matcha powder, which
means all of the beneficial ingredients in green tea--like antioxidants and phytochemicals-are preserved. It is a great
reason to take a closer look at this green trend!
Superfoods Edition Matcha 30 ausgewählte Superfood
Rezepte für jeden Tag und jede Küche Es gibt
Nahrungsmittel, die – einfach gesagt - für unsere Gesundheit
besser sind als andere. Nun wissen wir alle, dass ein Apfel
gesünder ist als eine Snack-Tüte. Aber welche Lebensmittel
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gelten als Superfoods und warum? Im Grunde genommen
sind alle Nahrungsmittel Superfoods, die eine hohe
Nährstoffdichte besitzen. Sie enthalten sehr viele und
wertvolle Inhaltsstoffe, wie Vitamine, Eiweiße und
Spurenelemente. Eine strenge, einheitliche Definition des
Begriffs Superfood gibt es nicht. Das Schöne an Superfoods:
Es gibt für jeden das passende. Während die einen ihre
Salate und Müslis gern mit Lein- oder Chia-Samen
aufpeppen, schwören die anderen auf die vielseitige
Verwendung vom Kokosöl. Oder auf das grün leuchtende
Matcha Pulver aus dem fernen Asien das dort bereits seit
vielen Jahrhunderten als ein verjüngendes Lebenselixier gilt.
Matcha ist ein besonders anregendes Getränk und sehr viel
stärker als Kaffee. Er macht munter, fördert den Kreislauf und
hat noch viele weitere Vorteile für den menschlichen Körper.
Der Grund dafür sind die zahlreichen Nährstoffe, die Matcha
beinhaltet. Das Buch Superfoods Edition Matcha umfasst: Einen kompakten Überblick über das Superfood Matcha,
seine Herkunft, seine Eigenschaften und seine Inhaltsstoffe 30 Rezepte als Anregung zur Verwendung von Matcha Weitere Anwendungsbereiche des Superfoods - Ein Glossar
der wichtigsten Fachbegriffe zum besseren Verständnis der
Thematik Vor über 800 Jahren nutzten Buddhistische
Mönche den Matcha Tee, um besonders lang und intensiv
meditieren zu können. Matcha wurde aber nicht nur zu
Meditationszwecken, sondern aufgrund seiner zahlreichen
Inhaltsstoffe auch als allgemeine Heilpflanze verwendet. Im
12. Jahrhundert gelangte das Wissen über den grünen Tee
schließlich nach Japan, wo die Pflanze in weiten Teilen des
Landes angepflanzt wurde. Die 30 Rezeptideen in diesem
Buch zeigen, wie Matcha Pulver in die tägliche Ernährung
integriert werden kann. Die erläuternden Informationen sind
kurz und leicht verständlich gehalten. Das Hauptaugenmerk
liegt auf dem praktischen Rezept-Teil. Die Beispiele sollen in
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erster Linie dazu anregen, Superfood ganz selbstverständlich
zu verwenden. Denn es ist ganz einfach, sich gesund zu
ernähren. Anstatt sich mit der Theorie aufzuhalten, geht es
direkt mit der Praxis los. Denn: Nur wer die Superfoods zu
sich nimmt, kann auch von deren positiver Wirkung
profitieren.
Cook with matcha green teaStep by step guide in using
matcha green tea for boosting energy, health and longevity;(
it contains visible images)Matcha is simply a plant whose
leaves and stems are grinded to powder form and taking as
tea or smoothie for boosting energy, health and longevity
purposes. Matcha can be taking either in hot or cold
form.Matcha is recognized as the most acceptable superfood
in the world today due to its taste, color and antioxidant
content. Matcha is beneficial by adding nice taste and
ingredients to your smoothie and ice cream. Are you
experiencing the below listed health challenges; heart burn,
excess body calorie, oral disorder, oxidative stress, poor skin,
high cholesterol level, poor function of the brain, arthritis and
lots more.Other topic discuss in this book are; *How to make
Matcha, *How to use Matcha, *were to get and how to choose
the best Matcha, *Side's effect and best time to take
Matcha.This practical book will teach you the step by step
approach needed to end the above listed health challenges
by applying Matcha appropriate.Scroll up to download your
copy by simply clicking the BUY Button NOW!!You won't
regret you did
We all know that Matcha is delicious but do you know what
matcha really is? Matcha is bright green powder that is made
grinding green tea leaves. The result, matcha, can be added
to hot water to create a healthy green tea that is filled with
nutrients. The fact that the tea is made from the actual
grounded leaves makes it more nutritious than regular green
tea that is just infused in water then discarded.The best part
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about matcha is that it can be used for so much more than
tea. It can be used in main dishes, side dishes and juices all
with their own benefits and tastes. This Matcha Cookbook,
will explore 50 delicious and creative ways to make use of
matcha.
We all know that Matcha is delicious but do you know what
matcha really is? Matcha is a bright green powder that is
made grinding green tea leaves. The result, matcha, can be
added to hot water to create a healthy green tea that is filled
with nutrients. The fact that the tea is made from the actually
grounded leaves makes it more nutritious than regular green
tea that is just infused in water then discarded. Matcha
Cookbook takes matcha beyond its traditional role as merely
a tea. It's filled with a collection of 55 innovative, delicious,
and fun matcha recipes including: Amazing Beverages (tea
and non-tea!) Energizing Smoothies Decadent Desserts
Delicious Soups, Sides, Salads, and Snacks Fun Breakfasts
Useful Condiments Even beauty mask recipes!
Matcha teas and lattes have become a staple of every coffee
shop and health food store. A beloved ingredient in Japan for
generations, it is a powdered green tea that is rich in nutrients
and antioxidants, and gives a slow-release caffeine boost
through the day. Praised by everyone from Ella Woodward to
the Hemsleys, one glass of matcha is the equivalent of 10
glasses of green tea in terms of nutritional value and
antioxidant content. But there is so much more you can do
with this miracle ingredient. Packed with over 50 recipes for
smoothies, soups, main meals and more, Meet Your Matcha
will allow you to unlock the potential of this brilliant green
ingredient. From a Matcha Sushi Salad and Matcha Chicken
and Ginger Dumplings to Breakfast Smoothie Bowls or a Dark
Chocolate and Matcha Layer Cake, these delicious dishes will
let you make the most of your matcha.
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Matcha Green Tea 10 Best Teas for Weight Loss
Matcha Green Tea or Matcha tea is gaining
popularity all over the world and is appreciated for its
numerous health profits. This guide can make sure
you famous everything there is to famous about
Matcha green tea and also weight loss teas! Go to
the author?s page to see more books. (click on
Follow to not miss book discounts, I have many
promotions every day !) All my recipes are taken
from my restaurants and adapted to homemade
dishes, so you will have unforgettable dishes! As
always, my Ebook has photos to compare your
results with mine. And links, so you can order all
online. Therefore, buying a printed version, Kindle
version will be free for you! I wish you fast growth
and blooming life!
Turn your pantry into a storehouse of beauty fuel -and you'll begin to radiate health from the inside out.
From adaptogens and algae to sweet potatoes and
turmeric, discover the exquisite flavors and healing
magic of whole foods. In this A to Z guide and
cookbook of the world’s most nutrient-dense foods,
chef and nutritionist Mafalda Pinto Leite will
illuminate how nature provides everything you need
to achieve radiant health. Radiant is about falling in
love with pure food and receiving the dynamic lifeforce fuel these superfoods naturally provide. With
the healing potency of raw vegetables, fruits, petals,
herbs, roots, nuts, seaweeds, and more, you can
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age gracefully, ease stress, sleep better, and even
feel more confident and creative. The (mostly) raw,
vegan recipes highlight these powerhouse foods in
unexpected ways, such as with the Rose Quartz
Latte, Zen Chia Pudding with Matcha Whip,
Moroccan Spiced Salad with Chickpea Popcorn, Into
the Sea Salad Bowl, and Chocolate Maca
Doughnuts. As you follow Mafalda’s joyful “inside
out” approach, you’ll experience bountiful energy,
acute brainpower, balanced hormones, luminous
skin, elevated moods, and restored digestion. These
transformative recipes are your guide to choosing
foods with the potential to change your life.
'One of the hardest workers you're likely to meet. As
a big-hearted and generous entrepreneur, we'd be
wise to take her advice.' - Emma Isaacs, Business
Chicks 'Like a best friend in your pocket... the
essential go-to for every human in this modern, fastpaced world.' - Lisa Messenger, Founder & Editor-inChief, Collective Hub Kick goals in your business or
career and find happiness and fulfilment in the
process - Seize The Yay shows you how to do both.
There are so many wellness and business titles on
the market focusing on success and productivity, but
not many which encourage you to break that
autopilot circuit of 'busy' and flip the conversation
back towards what makes you yay. Entrepreneur
and Co-Founder of Matcha Maiden green tea, Sarah
started her first business after suffering from a case
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of complete adrenal exhaustion. As a young lawyer
looking for a caffeine-free fix to supplement her
serious coffee habit, she ordered ten kilos of tea
from Japan by accident. Starting up a side hustle to
shift the nine kilos of matcha she didn't need, Matcha
Maiden was born. With no background in the area,
business experience or investment behind them,
Sarah and her partner Nic built Matcha Maiden from
scratch, followed by internationally acclaimed plantbased cafe Matcha Mylkbar and, later, the charttopping Seize the Yay podcast. Here, Sarah shows
how it can be done without losing your joy or sense
of appreciation for the journey. Sharing practical tips
and life advice to help you realize your own career
and life dreams while staying grounded and well,
Seize The Yay is your one-stop shop for achieving
business success. Did somebody say #lifegoals?
Lauded for its medicinal and healthful properties and
low caffeine, green tea is said to help prevent
cancer, maintain a healthy blood cholesterol, control
high blood pressure and more. This inspiring new
cookbook introduces ideas for incorporating green
tea into a modern lifestyle.
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